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Thankyou for the opportunity to present today
There are elements of this discussion that must remain confidential to the parties concerned but
aside from those, I will endeavour to answer any questions at the end of this presentation.
I will endeavour to cover the following aspects:
Some notions of what we believe exploration is about,
A brief description of our co-operative research project with the CRC LEME,
The geoscientific setting of the project,
Our model, and
The program we are implementing.

Greg Bromley and Ian McDonald are geologists each with over 35 years experience in multi-commodity
exploration. Greg has worked with CRA Exploration (RioTinto) and the Normandy Group has practiced
as a consultant internationally. He formed Mindax in 2004 and the company is listed on the ASX. Ian has
a background with Western Mining Corporation and the EZ-North-Geopeko group and has also practiced
as a consultant internationally.
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DISCLAIMER
This presentation was prepared by Mindax Limited (ABN 28 106 866 442), a public company
listed on the Australian Stock Exchange.
The presentation is based on internal company reports, stock exchange announcements and
technical information believed to be reliable but Mindax does not make any representation or
warranty to its accuracy, completeness or currency. Some statements contained regarding
estimates or future events are forward looking statements. They involve risk and uncertainties
that could cause actual results to differ from estimated results.
Mindax accepts no obligation to correct or update the information or opinions expressed in
the presentation. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and accurately
reflect the views of Mindax at the time of presenting.
The presentation does not purport to provide all of the information an interested party may
require in order to investigate the affairs of Mindax nor shall it be construed as a solicitation to
buy or sell Mindax securities, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any financial
transaction.
In preparing this presentation Mindax did not take into account the investment objectives,
financial situation and particular needs of the individual investors. Before making an
investment decision on the basis of this presentation, the investor needs to consider, with or
without the assistance of a financial advisor, whether the investment is appropriate in light of
their particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.

This talk will be available through our website and that of the ASX today to insure that the
shareholders are fully informed.
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PHILOSOPHY

Discovery is about
Being in the right
Place

at the right Time
and,

the Recognition that
you are!

This talk is about the development of an exploration concept.
The concept has developed from a private-public research co-operation. This relationship
demonstrates that such collaboration is not the exclusive domain of the majors and that a tangible
benefit can be gained by investors at the junior end of the market.
The development of genetic models is a significantly large part of exploration geoscience. There is a
clear contrast between those that rely largely on this conceptual approach and others who may rely
entirely on an empirical approach.
The latter may work well in particular circumstances (at a minesite scale for example) but intuitively
we all know the luck factor remains high.
Either way, exploration by such rote, either way, is a very great consumer of precious exploration
funds.
Explorers are required to be both the eternal optimist and the sober pragmatist, There is a middle
road that utilises both the empirical and conceptual approaches to the problem.
Our vision of this middle road invokes a notion of parallel paths
- a conceptual path wherein a geoscientific model is established and evolves, and
- a parallel empirical sequence of integrated applied tecnologies.
The process may be seeded by an observation – a gossan for example, or by an idea. The key is
mutual cross referencing and cross fertilisation as the project advances towards discovery – what
action does the model demand, does the action test the model? does the outcome support the
model? Can the model or the action be modified and improved.
The following hopefully illustrates these points.
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CRC LEME
Uranium in Water Project
CRC LEME Project – Uranium in Water
Flows from Wheatbelt Salinity Programme
Currency 2006-2007

•Hydrogeochemistry
•Mineral Speciation
•Radiogenic Isotopes
•Sampling Methodology
•Modeling Methodology

Late in 2005 we became awaare that CRC LEME were seeking funding of a line a
research developing from their participation in a wider salinity study of the WA agricultural
areas. This was specifically about high uranium values encountered in ground waters. It
is now known as the Co-operative Research Project Uranium in Wheatbelt Waters within
Program 2, Mineral Exploration in areas of Cover. An excellent summary is available from
the CRCLEME website.
The project’s vision is to address a wide range of issues – seasonal variation of trace
element contents and physical chemical characteristics, mineral saturation
characteristics, certain isotopic relationships, potential exploration techniques and so on.
In practical terms the bulk of the funding would be applied to data gathering with some
support of outside specific studies. This work continues and will reach the public domain
through the usual CRC LEME process.
Mindax through this collaboration has access to data and expertise. Further, there is an
opportunity to have a proprietary exploration tool and of course the opportunity to apply
the technology elsewhere in our portfolio.
We have been fortunate in harnessing the interest expressed in the project by Quasar
Resources, an affiliate of the Beverley SA uranium miner Heathgate. Quasar has brought
its own expertise as a mature uranium explorer. This commercial collaboration, the
Yilgarn-Avon JV is looking at a nominal 100,000 km area in south western WA.
Our initial view was that this technology could help in identifying a source of the uranium
and thereby provide a vector to discovery. Critically our view changed to consider where
these enriched waters were going. This was the seeding point of our current program.
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GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

The Project lies within the WA Agricultural areas roughly extending from Northam eastwards
nearly to Southern Cross, some 350km. It is predominantly cropping and sheep grazing country
with a broad but low amplitude harmonic to the topography.
The agricultural value of the land is severely impacted by salinisation which is considered to be
largely due to rising water tables in turn due to extensive and thorough clearing of native
vegetation. This vegetation was significantly a mallee eucalypt scrub but with tall woodland
reaching 30m high. There are other areas of`widespead low acacia dominated scrub, particularly
on elevated sandplain.
The farms vary from 1000ha to much larger blocks of greater than 20000 ha. This is a recent
concentration of economic activity from small family farms to corporate farming and there has
been a concommitant significant contraction of the population. The broadland farming is
technology reliant and towns while smaller, have quite skilled worker populations.
The current drought is however biting hard into their existence.
Generally we have found the local people, the local authorities and those other government arms
active in the area to be very supportive of our activities. Thee same unfortunately cannot be said
of the Perth bureaucracy.
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PRIMARY GEOLOGY

The primary geology of the south west is the western gneiss terrane. This shows a strong NNW
fabric with the most notable feature being a belt of gneisses, granulites and migmatites extending
from about Bremmer Bay to about Watheroo.The broadly NW trending eastern boundary of the SW
Gneiss terrane, in the south, is marked by the Southern Cross terrane, and in the north, by
overthrusting of the Murchison terrane.
Notable within this area are a number of highly radiogenic grantoids.
This primary geology is considered to have a very long sub-aerial weathering history perhaps preCretaceous in its origins. It is likely to have been of low relief with mature duricrust for a long time.
The drainage presently shows a gradient from 380m ASL to 240m ASL but the base of the Pliocene
is about 100m below surface at the lower end of the drainage so maybe there is a primary paleorelief of ~240m over 300km – still pretty flat really.
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DRAINAGE DEVELOPMENT
• Eocene Palaeochannel
Development ~ 50Ma

• Final Antarctic
Separation ~ 45Ma
Zone of

• Intensive Oligocene
Weathering ~ 40-25Ma

Ancient

Drainage

• Miocene-Pliocene
Channel Fill ~ 10-5Ma

• Darling Range Uplift ~
10-5Ma

• Pleistocene-Recent

Eocene ~40Ma

Channel Fill ~ 2-0Ma

The more recent geological history of the area has been documented by Commander et al (2001)
who describe a south draining river system into the separating Antarctic in Eocene times. This
system is interpreted from sparse outcrop, from drill cuttings and by inference from adjacent
palaeodrainage systems to the east. The development of these basal sands is broadly coeval with
a period of intense weathering of an already planed surface.
With the final separation of the Antarctic, the Ravensthorpe ramp as an isostatic response,
effectively seals the drainage basin and forces the drainage back to the north. It then breaks out to
the west through the median watershed at the Caroline Gap. This period is marked by the
appearance of Pliocene lignite coals as described by Salama (1997) in the Yenyening area.
The more recent Darling uplift or rejuvenation to the west of the Meckering line has further
impacted on the drainage and there are no know relics of the Pliocene to the west of the Meckering
line. It has probably also acted to preserve the drainage to the east and north.
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RECENT GEOLOGY/REGOLITH

After Salama (1997)

There is limited drilling of the palaeodrainages because of the high salinities of the groundwater.
While to the east people have tested for coal, there is little evidence of such drilling in the west.
The CSIRO drilled the lower reaches of the drainage in about 1990 as part of a much wider study of
the hydrology of the area (Salama 1997).
The stratigraphy encountered here can be divided into
• an upper clay dominant package, typically red gypsiferous clays with sand intercalations derived
from the widespread saprolites, and
• a lower sandy package including lignites palynologically dated as Pliocene.
The depth of the channel is around 90m from a surface elevation of ~240m ASL at this point.
These sands present a significant aquifer bringing waters down the drainages. Further, they are
constrained by overlying clays and laterally by saprolite clays, possibly significant in an extraction
situation.
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RECENT GEOLOGY/REGOLITH

The Yilgarn River- Salt River system contains a record of continuing Cenozoic sedimentation
which reflects how the drainage system has changed with time.
In gross terms it is an upward-fining sequence.
The basal Quairading Sandstone probably represents fluvial sands deposited in an opendraining river system.
The overlying Yenyening Formation represents an episodic transitional sequence of sands with
finer layers and, significantly, lignite occurrences. These occurrences represent periods when
the drainage was less active, probably due to flattening of the gradient as a result of epirogenic
movements. At these times the drainage system may have consisted of a series of anoxic lakes
connected by more active river sections.
The upper unit is the South Caroline Clay. This represents a period of universally low gradient
and quiet sedimentation probably induced by the Darling Range Uplift. This uplift blocked the
drainage outflow until the modern Avon River breached the Caroline Gap. Until this happened
the Salt River System may have been a long sinuous inland lake.
This sedimentation history has created an extensive sandy aquifer, containing both oxidsed and
reduced sequences, buried beneath a clay seal. This is a critical aspect of our model.
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URANIUM OCCURRENCES

“HOT”
GRANITES
ARE
REFLECTED
IN URANIUM
CONTENTS
OF REGIONAL
LATERITE
SAMPLING

There is only a small amount known about the distribution of uranium through the area. There are
only two reported uranium occurrences in the area. Both are secondary autonite identified in bores
or wells, one near Goomalling in the western area and one north and west of Merriden.
From public record, there are a number of radiogenic felsic intrusives through the area with U
contents reaching 80ppm. These are mapped in broad terms by the available coarse airborne
radiometrics and similar patterns are also evident in the laterite data.
Water sampling shows values to 1ppm U in the upper reaches of the drainage, adjacent to the
more radiogenic terrane. This is significant by comparison with data from uranium deposits
elsewhere.
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GEOPHYSICS

Airborne
Radiometric
coverage is
incomplete
but the
uranium
channel
clearly shows
areas of more
radiogenic
granites and
some more
radiogenic
drainages

The radiometric data in the public domain is sparse and of variable quality. The major features are
anomalous laterites/granites and the persistence of radioactivity in the drainage. This radioactivity
in the drainages is not supported by observations of uranium mineralisation but may rather
represent radon leakage from uraniferous solutions streaming at depth.
Generally the data supports the geochemical observations and the geological understanding.
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HYDROLOGY
• Groundwater Flux
• Flux Morphology
• Flux components:
– Palaeowaters: older saturated waters
– Meteoric waters: modern, seasonal

• Source
• Transmission
• Discharge
- Eventually via overflow to the west
- Potentially never, retained within the internal drainage regime

These general principles will be strongly modified by local impacts

In broad terms the hydrological regime follows the topography. In detail it is impacted by geology,
by variability in the degree of weathering, by structure, by dykes, faults and other local barriers.
The hydraulic gradient lies towards the drainage axis and then to the sea. The path of least
resistance will be the palaeochannel.
Two main components make up this flux
• a palaeowater being fed from reservoirs in the “uplands”, and
• modern seasonal meteoric contributions
The system will be dynamic with mixing and contact reactions with different materials.
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HYDROGEOCHEMISTRY
Yeelirrie Waters
background 55-10 ppb U
near ore 100100-450 ppb U
in ore 1200 ppb U

WATER SAMPLING
HAS RETURNED
URANIUM VALUES
COMPARABLE
WITH KNOWN
ORE
ENVIRONMENTS

Our sampling (now approaching 700 samples) tells us the waters in the palaeochannel system are
significantly different to the norm, at least in the upper reaches:
These head waters are:
• Moderately to strongly saline
• Neutral to strongly acid – to pH 2.5
• They carry highly unusual amounts of uranium and other trace metals
Their uranium content is comparable with known uranium ore environments.
Interpretation of the hydrogeochemistry has to consider:
• Paleowaters versus modern waters
• Local versus regional controls
• Effects of salinity on solubility
• Effects of pH on solubility
• Effects of Eh on solubility
• Influences of biological activity, and so on.
SAMPLING OF BORES AND SURFACE WATERS CONSISTENTLY GIVES GEOCHEMICALLY
SIGNIFICANT RESULTS AND SPATIALLY COHERENT RESULTS SUGGESTING THE
TECHNIQUE IS ROBUST AT LEAST AT A REGIONAL SCALE.
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ROLL FRONT SEDIMENTARY URANIUM
- HYDROGEOCHEMISTRY

MODEL

We know there are high water values in the headwaters of this drainage. We also know that
certain other trace elements follow vary sympathetically with the uranium.
Downstream, the uranium appears to have gone. This suggests the uranium is being stripped
from the solution implying point(s) in the drainage where mineralisation is being precipitated.
The likely sites of deposition are where reducing conditions are dominant and the Pliocene
coals may provide such an environment.
These positions are our target.
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ROLL FRONT SEDIMENTARY URANIUM
- EXPLORATION MODELING

MODEL

Modeling is important:
•in predicting what the practical/critical in-field observations should be, and
•Providing a critical frame of reference for empirical data.
But every mineralisation will differ in detail
Sediment hosted types >45% global production, deposits to 35Kt U3O8, districts to >70Kt, grades av 0.35%,

We have a range of techniques available to us. The clays and the high salinities of the
palaeodrainage and surrounds militate against the application of electrical geophysics to the search
for ore (that is expected to be at depths >50m).
Gravity and magnetics have a place in locating the main channel but we already have a reasonable
idea where it is.
Drilling is necessary to firstly confine likely redox positions and then indicate mineralisation. Roll
fronts form at or near a redox boundary. The aim of the drilling is to discriminate oxidised and
reduced facies in the channel.
The slide shows some of those criteria that can be used to chemically and most importantly visually
identify where the drilling is approaching mineralisation.
To anticipate the critical observations is a critical part of our modelling.
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PROGRAMME
• Air core drill traversing ~5000 x 200m traverse pattern
–
–
–
–

To test for mineralisation
to provide water samples
Access for gamma logging
to define palaeochannel morphology

• Water Sampling
–

Close up spacing over all tributaries, 1 km sample spacing optimum,
100ppb threshold to 1000ppb in ore

• Stream Sediment and Soil Sampling
–

traverses across palaeochannels may pick up radon leakage anomalies

• Detailed geophysics
–

Ground/Vehicle Spectrometer surveying may define uranium sources
but more likely to pick up radon leakage anomalies

Reconnaissance drill traversing is the primary exploration tool in this situation because:
• The three-dimensional structure of the drainage systems is very poorly known.
• High salinities and associated surface conductivity issues may render surface geophysical
methods ineffective but drilling provides access for downhole tools.
• Drilling provides a definitive result with sample for assay lab determination of uranium.
• Drilling has the potential to return an early success.
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ISSUES
• Bureaucratic obstinance – are we here to
help?
• Searching the jungle for titles
• Research Management
• OH&S constraints
• Drilling ground conditions.
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While the theme of this talk is very much a creation of Mindax personnel, many others have
contributed to its development and the general understanding of the geoscientific environment in
which we are operating.
Steve Rodgers and his team at CRC LEME are clearly the key point in this enterprise. Their
expertise has been critical to our understanding of the environment and Mindax is proud to have
facilitated their research objectives. In time they will generate a detailed description of the basic
research outcomes.
Ramsis Salama, Phil Commander and Richard George and their people have developed a
critical understanding of the modern geology of the Agricultural region as they wrestle with the
underlying problem of salinisation. They operate with limited resources particularly in view of the
area they need to cover but they have generated a very good working understanding of what at
first glance is a flat and tedious terrane. There is still a lot more colour and light to come from this
area in both its primary and regolith geology.
They have also helped directly in providing data of various types and have been supportive of
what we want to do. We are hopeful that we can reciprocate by generating exploration data that
has value to the serious issue of degradation of agricultural productivity.
Our own staff, Greg, Claire and Steven have carried out a good deal of the background research
necessary to assemble the critical regional data sets. They have also been essential to the
physical sampling and landholder negotiation.
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions
• The Yilgarn Avon area has been shown by general research to
be prospective for uranium.
• It is potentially a significant new province for roll front
uranium.
• We have established a practical exploration model from
careful consideration of the information available.
• This model demands integration of concept with field
outcomes.
• Critical to this model is the use of hydrogeochemistry to
describe a potentially ore forming fluid

By putting ourselves into the
prospective killing ground, both
conceptually and physically, we believe
we maximise our chances of success.

As explorers we can only prepare ourselves for the moment by becoming knowledgeable in our
science, being abreast of the details of ores, alteration, geochemical and geophysical
characteristics. It is here that the models serve their purpose.
We hope we are on the cusp of starting this drilling.
In the meantime we are continuing to gather a wide range of regional data. The research project
continues, looking at the distribution of physical data, saturation indicies, trace elements and
isotopes.
All of this information will, with the drilling be factored back into the model and provide further edge
to our exploration effort.
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